
R-PUR Nano Light black protective mask - FFP3
https://www.sport-attitude.com/en/produit-16487-R-PUR-Nano-Light-black-protective-mask-FFP3

SKU Designation French Law Weight (g) Colors Clothing size MSRP

RPU100
MASQUE DE PROTCETION

NANO LIGHT NOIR 
Vente libre 55  Black  Unique size  

129.00 € incl. tax
116.10 € incl. tax

The most efficient filtration solution in the world with its patented technology to protect against
viruses, bacteria, nanoparticles, pollution and odors

Over 99% airtight and suitable for any face shape
Water repellent fabric
Ergonomic and adjustable quick couplers
Allows physical activities such as walking, cycling, running, cross country
Designed and manufactured in FRANCE

Filtration superior to the highest European standard with its 8 filter layers
Antifog
Interchangeable filter with a service life of 5 to 15 weeks
Monitoring the state of wear of the filter using your smartphone
Optimal comfort and increased breathability

In addition to its modern, sporty and elegant design, the R-PUR Nano Light offers the most efficient
protection on the market.

For sports shooters, operating in closed environments, the protective mask will filter all the gases and powder
residues emanating from the shots. It will be possible to fire a significant number of ammunition, and in
particular certain surplus AK47 ammunition while preserving your respiratory tract.

For athletes, it will significantly improve your lung capacity to prepare you for high mountain expeditions.

The nano light is essential everyday equipment.

In view of the current global health situation, it will perfectly protect against the covid-19 and coronavirus
virus with its high FFP3 protection standard.

Wondering how to protect yourself from exhaust fumes? The R-PUR Nano light will meet all your
expectations. You live in an urban area and you go to work on foot, by bicycle or motorbike.

R-PUR masks will filter gases, dust and nanoparticles, without giving you the impression of suffocating in
your mask. Its impressive filtration capacities do not affect the breathability of the mask. It allows you to
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practice sporting activities requiring calm to moderate effort, while maintaining excellent lung capacity.

Whether you use it in hot or cold weather, the Nano Light will not cause any fogging for eyeglass wearers, or
on motorcycle helmet visors.

In summer it will be able to stay cool. In winter it will be warm and comfortable.

These premium materials used make it completely water-repellent and will allow you to stay dry, even in wet
weather.

Delivered with a unique certificate to be activated by means of the downloadable application on your
smartphone, you will have the guarantee of the authenticity of the mask, of its full performance and you will
be able to follow the state

Laboratory tested

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


